


Castle Craft 
This easy castle craft is not only fun to do, but it provides a fantastic place to store your pens and 
pencils and helps you to keep your desk tidy! 

 

You will need: 

4 cardboard tubes 
Small box 
Grey paint 
Black pen  
Glue 

Cut any flaps off the box. Cut the tubes to size so that they are a couple of inches taller than the 
box. Glue one tube into each corner and leave to dry. 

 

Paint the castle with the grey paint, then leave to dry.  

With the black pen draw turrets around the top of the castle. Older children may prefer to cut the 
turrets out. Draw on windows, doors and stone work.  



Now you can store your pens and pencils in the towers and your pencil sharpeners and erasers 
(rubbers) in the base of the castle. 

 







Handprint Dragon 
Five handprints combined with some paper shapes (cut out using our template) produce this 
fantastic, fierce dragon - a fantastic craft for Chinese New Year or a China theme, a fairy tale 
theme, or even St George's Day or St David's Day. 

 

You will need:  

Coloured paper 
Handprint Dragon template 
Glue 
Small white circle stickers 
Black pen 
Large sheet of paper 

Print our template out onto card. Cut out and use it to draw and cut out a head, mane, tail and two 
legs from coloured paper. 

Draw around your hand 5 times on coloured paper, and cut out. Glue the handprints in a line 
across your large sheet of paper to form your dragon’s body, referring to the photo above for 
positioning. Stick on the mane and the head. Add the tail and two legs. Stick on the two stickers 
as eyes and with the black pen draw on the pupils, nostrils and teeth. 

Variation: 

1. Instead of cutting around your child's hand onto coloured paper, make handprints with bright 
coloured poster paint on white paper. When dry, cut out as before. 

2. Make this dragon as a classroom project with as many hands as you like - just give him an 
extra long body! 

Wooden Spoon Dragon Craft 

http://www.activityvillage.co.uk/handprint_dragon_template.pdf


This wooden spoon dragon is incredibly effective and much simpler to make than it looks! 
It will keep older kids busy for a while and give them a craft to be proud of, too. 

 

You will need: 

A wooden spoon 
Green paint 
Green craft foam 
Scraps of red, yellow and orange craft foam 
Green glitter glue 
PVA glue 
Wiggle eyes 
Black permanent pen 

Instructions: 

Paint the spoon with green paint and leave to dry. 

Fold the green foam in half. Draw a wing shape with the bottom along the fold. Cut around the 
wing shape. Unfold and decorate the wings with the glitter glue.  

 



Draw around the bowl of the spoon onto green foam. Cut out and glue to the spoon at the base of 
the handle (this is the lower part of the jaw). 

 

Glue the eyes to the back of the spoon, and draw on the nose with black pen. 

Cover the middle of the wing piece with the glue and wrap it round the spoon (you may need to 
tape in place with low mask tape to hold it while the glue dries) 

Now cut an arrow-shaped tail from green foam, decorate with glitter glue and glue to the end of 
the spoon. 

Finally cut a flame shape from yellow foam, a slightly smaller one from orange foam and an 
even smaller one from yellow foam. Glue them together in a pile and stick to the bottom of the 
dragon’s mouth. 

Sock Puppet Dragon Craft 
A gorgeous craft for St George's Day, St David's Day, the Year of the Dragon, a fairy tale 
theme, or just for fun! 



 

You will need: 

A red sock 
Red craft foam 
Scraps of red, yellow and orange craft foam 
Red glitter glue 
Fabric glue 
Wiggle eyes 
Fabric pen 

Instructions: 

Cut two wings and a tail from red craft foam. Decorate with the glitter glue. 

 



Put the sock over your hand and mark where you want the eyes, wings and tail to go. Now lay 
the sock flat and glue on the tail, wings and eyes. 

While this is drying make your flames by cutting out a flame shape from yellow foam, a slightly 
smaller one from orange foam and an even smaller one from yellow foam. Glue them together in 
a pile. 

Put on the sock puppet, using your thumb as the lower part of the mouth, and mark where the 
flames will go. 

Take off the puppet and glue on the flames. These will need to face the back of the sock so that 
they turn the right way around when you put in your thumb. See photo for clarification. 

 

 



 

 

 

















Knight's Sword 

Here are instructions for making a knight's sword for your outfit. 

 

You will need: 

Corrugated card (an old box will work fine) 

sticky tape 

Kitchen foil 

Instructions: 

Cut out two blade shapes from card. Fold each in half to create a ridge down the side of the 

blades. 

Cut a strip of card about 4 inches (10cm) longer than your blade. Arrange the two pieces of blade 

so the ridges point out and the strip of card runs through the middle, sticking out of the bottom. 

Wrap sticky tape around it to secure. 

Wrap the blade with kitchen foil. You shouldn’t need glue but if you want to use it to secure 

loose edges you can. 

Cut two handles from card. Arrange them so they overlap the blade slightly and have the strip of 

card running in between them. Wrap tape around to secure them in place (you will need to use 

quite a lot of tape) 



 

Knight's Shield 

No knight would be ready for battle without a shield, and kids can enjoy creating their own coat 

of arms or making a simple knight's shield using the ideas below. 

 
Jack with his shield 

You will need: 

Large piece of card 

Strong glue 



Paint 

Drawing of your Coat of Arms (optional) 

Instructions: 

Cut out a large shield shape from the card. 

To make a St George/Crusader shield paint the shield white with a red cross on the centre. 

 

To make a shield with your Coat of Arms, divide the shield into four and paint it so that the top 

left and bottom right quarters are the same and the top right and bottom left are the same. 

Draw your Coat of Arms on paper. 

Cut around the edge of your design and glue to the center of the shield. 



 
 

To make a handle, cut a rectangle of card about 12 by 4 inches (30 by 10cm).  Fold over 3inches 

(8cm) from either end. Use strong glue to glue these ends to the back of the card, allowing the 

handle of the card to form a loop to put your hand through. 

Knight's Helmet 1 

Jack wanted to make a knight's helmet with a visor - and here it is, complete with jaunty feather 

on top! It's a little more complicated to make... 

 



You will need: 

Feather 

Stapler (or glue) 

Tape 

2 paper fasteners 

Instructions: 

Cut 5 strips of silver card about 2 inches (5cm) wide and long enough to reach around your head 

from ear to ear. 

Arrange two of the strips so they sit at right angles. Staple or glue together. 

 

Bend the strips so that the other ends of each strip meet in the same way and staple or glue 

together. 

Attach the other three strips so they cover the hole in between the two original strips. This is the 

back of your helmet. 

Make the mouthpiece by cutting a rectangle long enough to reach around your face from ear to 

ear with an extra 2 inches (5cm) and about 4 inches (10cm) wide. Fold the rectangle in half and 

cut triangle off the bottom to form a point in the center of the rectangle. 



 

Glue or staple to the back piece of the helmet. 

 

To make a visor, cut a rectangle long enough to reach around your face from ear to ear with an 

extra 2 inches (5cm) and about 4 inches (10cm) wide. Fold in half. Curve the edges to form an 

oval shape. 

Cut thin rectangles along the fold as viewing holes. Attach the visor to the helmet with two paper 

fasteners. 

Tape a feather to the top of the helmet. 

Knight's Helmet 2 

Doesn't Sam look fierce in this wonderful knight's helmet? It's straightforward to make using 

simple supplies, but an adult will need to help with the stapling and sticking! 



 

You will need: 

Silver card 

Scraps of gold and black card 

Glue 

Stapler 

Instructions: 

Use a plate to help you draw a circle on the silver card. It needs to be slightly bigger than your 

head. Draw a point coming out from your circle to make a teardrop shape. Now draw an outline 

about 2cm around the shape. Cut out along this line. Cut slits back to the original line to form 

tabs, and bend down carefully along your original outline. This is the top of your helmet. 



 

To make the main piece of the helmet, cut a rectangle of silver card about 30cm by 60cm. Fold 

in half and cut a triangle off the bottom as shown in the diagram below. 

 

With the card still folded, cut a slit for eye holes at the fold. 

Open out the card and using the fold to fit to the point of your teardrop, glue the tabs to the flat 

edge of the main piece. Staple the two ends of the main piece together. 

Decorate your helmet with scraps of gold and black card, or add a shield like Sam did. 



 

Paper Knight's Tabard 

 

You will need: 

 White butcher paper 

 Crayons/Markers to decorate 

 Scissors 

 Measuring tape 

Instructions: 

Measure the student from the top of their back to just above the knees. Fold the paper in half and 

cut out a rectangle with the first measurement (the width) along the fold and the second 

measurement as the drop. 



 

Cut a very shallow neck hole along the fold as shown in the diagram. 

Decorate your tabard. We used red ribbon for Sam's Crusader tabard, below, simply gluing it to 

the front. 







Make A Pomander 
Pomanders were popular Christmas gifts in Tudor times and remain a popular Christmas 

accessory to this day. And it is easy to make a pomander for your family at Christmas - or 

perhaps to give as Christmas gifts? Note: this craft uses sharp pins so children need to be well 

supervised. 

 

You will need: 

An orange 

Pins 

Red ribbon 

Cloves 

Ground cinnamon 

Greaseproof paper 

Kitchen foil 

Instructions: 

Wrap your ribbon around the orange, pinning it in to place. As we have used a thick ribbon we 

have only wrapped it round the orange once, but you can go around as many times as you want. 

Tie a bow on top of the orange. 

Press the sharp point of the cloves into the orange. If you have difficulty use a pin to make a 

small hole first. 

Sprinkle some cinnamon onto a piece of greaseproof paper. Wrap your orange in the paper, and 

then wrap it again in kitchen foil. 

Leave your orange somewhere dark and dry for about 6 weeks - an airing cupboard is ideal. 

When you unwrap it you should be left with a hard, sweet smelling ball. 

Tudors would keep a pomander in their pocket to help them escape the unpleasant smells of 

Tudor life! 

Idea: 

Instead of placing the cloves randomly, try creating a design on your orange, or forming initials. 
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